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RM
Rama Mining Tools Wagon Drill comes in 2 variants. 1) Top Hammer version: Drilling up 
to 20-40 meter depth with hole dia of 48-76 mm. (With RMT 120F | BBC 120F Pneuma�c 
Dri�er) 2) DTH Hammer version: Drilling depth of 36.50 meters with hole dia of 102 to 
114 mm. A ver�cally mounted pneuma�c hammer drill and pecussi e-type rock drill 
supported on a three-wheeled wagon.

Rama Mining Tools Wagon Drill is powered by pneuma�c trac�on m ors Skid steering 
allows the unit to turn within a diameter equal to its wheelbase and manoeuver easily 
into place. The drill table is lowered for tramming and is brought back up to a ver� al 
posi�on or drilling y hydraulic manual jack. Two jack bars hold the drill feed in place 
during drilling opera�ons. The Wagon drills are used for produc�on drilling in Opencast 
mines and quarry, groung and anchoring. It is used in underground mines for produc�on
drilling with the shortened mast. With a conversion kit, it can be converted from the TH 
version to the DTH version.

Possible drill holes from dia 48 to 155 mm. It has a hydraulic hand pump for boom li�ing,
mechanical jack, pneuma�c power steering with a tow bar for tramming and easy to 
shi� om hole to hole. Feed Beam is available in different lengths of 2.5 meters to 
5.1 meters.

SGI grade steel cas�ng air moor with worm rreduc�onear
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The Top Hammer version of RMT Wagon Drill is equipped
with very high performer pneuma�c dri�er “RMT 120F” which
is the same as “BBC 120F Dri�er”. The dri�er comes with Rifle 
Bar Rota�on feature. With a quick conversion kit, Top Hammer 
Version can be converted to the DTH version of Wagon Drill.
It is mostly used in Open Cast Machine with 5.1- meter long 
Feed Beam and Sand & Limestone mines with 4.2- meter long
Feed Beam. It is also used in underground mines with 2.5-
meter long Feed Beam.

The DTH Hammer version of RMT Wagon Drill is equipp-
ed with powerful piston type air motor (BBR -4 type) 
which is suitable for DTH hammers of 3” and 4”. Possible
drill hole sizes are 85 to 130mm and drilling depth up to 
40 meters. With a quick conversion kit, the DTH version 
can be converted to the “Top Hammer Version” of Wagon 
Drill.
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Pneuma�c Dri�er

34 - 75 mm 1.3 - 3”
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